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A REFLECTION OF THE elnd ANNUAL MEETING OF THE

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH - NOVEMBER, 1972

I think that what we are tali.ing about and suffering from today is the enormous number
of brooks bat ,een almost all of our students and the pieces of tradition and the past that we
try to give them because of the breaks that are in us . . . If we want people to be full
human beings, we want them to have as much porticipation as they as individuals with
a certain kind of mind, a certain kind of imagaination, a certain kind of imagery -- are
capable of. We want to be sure that we didn't ignore the particular sense that they could
use best. a they're auditory and they've been taught only to read, they will miss rome-
thIng forever lo their lives.

When one looks at a primitive tribe In New Guinea, before we've had contact with
thorn, they have dignity, they have a great sense that they understand all that is to be
understood In the world. Thee know, of course, that there are an enormous number of un-
explainable things. But the things that they have thought about and members of their group
have thought about, they understand. They have no sense QC impairment untli they come in
contact with others who begin to give them a sense of insufficiency. Now, the whole
history of the human race in the kst 20,000 years has been the history of people who knew
more, demeaning people who know less.

In turning individuals who were members of Isolated, proud groups with their own
poetry, their own art, their own religious beliefs into people who were ignorant, we
turned the preliterate people into illiterate people. We turned people who were the proud
possessors of their whole tradition into people who know nothing.

If we can provide immediate human links between anything that we talk to other
people about or introduce into our conversation when we are talking to them, they then do
not know that they did not know that. It becomes immediately part of themselves.

I worked with primitive people In New Guinea in 1928 who had no calendar and
ro's, counted from moon to moon and backward to the time of their grandfather and forward
to the time of their grandchild. When I went back 25 years later, they'd had a cultural
revolution, and they had learned to handle a very large amount of our materials. They
handled dates perfectly. They would have been the delight of any investigating committee
holding teachers accountable. They were keeping notices, a beautiful diary of what went
on In the village. And so I said, "How do you know that today is September 3, 1953?"
They said, "Because yesterday was September 2." And 1 said, "How do you know it's 1953 ?"
And they said, "Because last year was 1952." Now, they had started counting In 1946,
which was the beginning of their new age. They could go back to 1946 and no further. I

said, "How do you know It was 1040" They said, "Because the Europeani told us so." Now
these were Intelligent people. They had known and worked out' their ages and arranged them
In approkimate decades so they could tie themselves as living people Intd thii'Ilmo scale.

Then -I came back and looked at dur school system and at what we do. Children come
ta'tcha61, and the teaehees,writes on- t,he board, "Today fi'Septernber 3, 1972,9 vitih 'no
001mi-4:Mon Whatsoever,- In mo$ cases that the next day Is SePteMber 4, and the next

at;



is September 5. If it doesn't make sense to them at home; if we took the trouble to find out,

we'd find that nobody told them at homo either.

I think what we're talking about when we say that it's harder to teach children, it's
harder to get them interested in the things they ought to be interested in, it's harder to make

the things that have meant so much in our past meaningful to them is that there are endless

breaks in what we do, and we have no way of connecting the child with these things and at
the same time preserving the proper proportions.

People who are enjoying reading are now reading in a way that no human being will

ever read again. And I think it's terribly important to realize this, because those of us who

grew up before TV, radio, movies, or color reproduction of pictures, learned to read and
from thou) squiggles on that page to build up magnificent visions. We constructed land-
scapes, constructed personalities, knew just how they looked, so if we ever saw an illustra-
tion later we were absolutely affronted because we knew they didn't look like that. This

ability to reconstruct from a book to a degree is gone, because children, from the time they

grow up, see what is happening, every sort of thing happening, and we've steadily been

altering people's ability to read.

The full human being is a person who feels related to all of the past that we know about,
to the -present that we know about, and to the future that is to come. This doesn't mean,
you know, that ho has to have read Dante, but he has to have lived in a world where if Dante

was mentioned, he was mentioned as something he could have read, by sometne who has read

It, and who didn't merely learn to pass some examination in "who was Dante" without ever
having read a line of it and to pass that information along as a bunch of undigested, meaning-

less statemonts.

I think it's terribly important in all our teaching of literature that somehow we find a

way to reconnect the children, the students that we teach directly and immediately, to
whatever it is we're going to teach. One of the points about McGuffy's old reader and

I suppose there are people here who had plenty of suffering over it Is that the people who

taught it knew what wus in it and liked it. And that meant a great deal to the children.

(There) is a children's camp where they make a whole by putting together different
kinds of disturbed and hurt children to care for each other: they take a very seriously crippled,
blind, deaf child with one leg and no arms and they take: disturbed, delinquent, sadistic chil-

dren children that you wouldn't dare leave alone with a dog or a cat and put them to-
gether. The disturbed children take care of the crippled children and lead the blind children

around, and everybody becomes human.

I want to go a little further with this analogy. In every group of students today, we
have the most extraordinarily discrepant experiences, unbelievable experiences. Every time

I go around a class of 20 students and ask them to tell about their lives bock to their grand-
parents, I wonder at the end of the discussion why they can talk to each other at all. It

seems absolutely phenomenal they're sitting around a table, or in what is called a disci-
pline, and they know a vocabulary. Heaven knows what the words mean to each of them.

Only by putting eaoh of their lives together can we create something in that class that is a

whole.
Margaret-Mead :

'Aitthropologist and Author



ON BEING A FULL HUMAN BEING

The theme for NCTE Convention 1972 was in keeping with a longtime central
concern of the Council: "'That each child may learn who he is, what he is,
and what he may become what it is, in fact, to be a full human being."
In the opening session of the Convention, both Virginia Reid, Council pres-
ident, and Margaret Mead, from whose writings the theme was taken, ad-
dressed their .emarks to tho responsibility adults have for restructuring a
world in which children may fully actualize their humanity.

If we have not actually fallen in, some of us have been shoved by pressures to accel-
erate the transfer of knowledge. "Start them earlier, teach them sooner, teach them more,
more, more, in spite of the rate of knowiodge doubling every seven years or less."

And is Piaget wrong, after all? Can we skip what Piaget identifies as crucial stages
in conceptual growth? And if we cannot, but skip these steps nevertheless, what is the
total cost to the child? . . .

(Christopher Jencks) argues tin his controversial study, Ineauality)that the country is
,wrong to judge its schools as if they were factories turning a raw material (children) into an
end product (employable adults); rather, schools should be seen as families which offer a
certain kind of lifestyle . . .

lf, then, we view the schools as families, we should expect them to be just as diverse
as families are. Margaret Mead, . In the book Family, has described for us how diverse
families can be and that there is no single model for an ideal family, but also whatever this
family model says, it carries the pattern for the next generation and sets its imprint of ex-
pectation on the growing children. What their parents have achieved, they may achieve;
where their parents have failed in their realization of a good life, they may succeed. And
even though the family pattern may be broken as a result of separation, divorce, death, or
disaster, the child growing up in his family is given both in irrevocable sense of the indi-
vidual's full humanity and a sense of the potentialities for depth and range in human rela-
tionships. .

If, then, the schools are to be like families, let them be families in which children:
1. Have on opportunity fo learn from one another.
2. Are not asked what will you be when you grow up, but rather, who are you now?

And who would you like to be next? And how can we help you become that?
3. Are encouraged like Jonathan Seagull to fly higher, not to compete with his fel-

low birds but to know no limits and so begin his race to learn,
4. Have time with an adult who also has time for them, (I am truly concerned with

the increase in class sizes, and Mil the elementary teacher in most schools does
not have a preparation period.)

5. Have adults who are more Interested in what children say than in how they say it.
6. Are nurtured by good books, music, art, as well as by goodfood and fellowship,

or as you say it, Miss Mead HFamillet in which children perceive themselves
and others ai full human beings."

Virgiala M, Reid
Milti'C'allege, California
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"La souris des villes of la souris des champs"

Students of Mrs. Alphena Ayotte's third grade of St. Thomas School, Madawaska,
enacted for students and parents, a French skit entitled "La souris des villes of la souris
des champs."

The students illustrated the entire story on large cardboards which formed the back-
drop for the ploy and helped supplement for the props. These third graders also made their
own cardboard hats for the skit.

The third grade boys sang "Sur la route de Berthier," with solo verses.

"La lecon de bonte was recited to perfection by Michael Michaud.

The girls were on stage next with a folk dance to the traditional French favorite, "Sur
le pont &Avignon." This dance was followed by a duet, "Meunier to dors," sung by Lynn
Gagnon and Cynthia Standing.

The final seasonal caption was a lovely Easter Dance entitled "Strolling Down the
Street Easter Morning."

-DA-BouC luoit-Of itia-Floweis"
rtiOsjcalancidramOt(6 prOdubilOri'vigs sf6ged by

Mrs .T itr4e;raitiigiatlist aQeis-6111-1hoirias
School, Maci4.taika

We.

s-.;
-

1-114tbees Day Tea"
-Mothers are hosteci by th-e ildr\derOtteii-student:
of St ;= -Thomas S'phoof oriel thetrtOchert Mts._
fhere0--thibe-dult:oriti Mrs-a-Joyce Croib)
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(upper left) Third grade students of Evangeline
School, Madawaska, pose Wore drawings they
made after a field trip to Fort Kent.

(upper right) The same class of students review
the names of animals in French.

(right) Students take part in a reading lesson
with Mrs. Adrien Gagnon.

These third grade students of Dr. Levesque
School; Upper Frenchville, proudly display the
Acadian village which they constructed under
the guidance of Mrs. Glotidette-Vialette and
Mrs. Blanche Guerrette: '
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IMPLEMENTING A BILINGUAL PROGRAM IN S.A.D. #24

by Lorraine Berube

Title VII has now been successfully in progress in S.A.D. #24 for three years. The
progress of this project has demonstrated realistic and effective results: children are
progressing very well in all subjects; they have become more proficient and fluent in
French and in English; they have developed an understanding and respect for their Acadian
culture. Consequently, this understanding and respect has led to a more positive self-
image and better social and personal adjustment.

The beauty of the Bilingual Program is that it uses the mother tongue as a basis of
strength for learning.

Since children and parents have responded so positively toward the program, efforts
are being made to implement it in all the classrooms from kindergarten to fifth grade next

fall. As a result of the Instructional Development Institute that was held in Van Buren in
March, a committee on Bilingual Education was formed. This committee has been meeting
weekly co discuss how to best implement a Bilingual Program for all children K to 5th
grade in S.A.D. #24, The following steps have been taken:

1) The French objectives developed through Title VII were studied and evaluated.
Consequently, in August, each team representative will meet with their team
members to implement these objectives in the classroom. In the event that a
classroom be without a bilingual teacher, the team will organize their program
so that every child will be exposed to the French objectives through team teaching.

2) A meeting is scheduled for before the end of the school year to inform the
teachers of non-Title VII classrooms of the Bilingual Program, explain the materials
Dr. Dube has written, and share activities that teachers haVe already developed.

3) A meeting with the Advisory Council will be held in June to inform the parents of
the steps being taken to implement this program.

4) Consultants and resource people of the Title VII office will be consulted in Imple-
menting this program.

5) Information will be disseminated to all levels of the elementary school, as we
have as participants of this committee a French teacher from Junior High and one
from the intermediate level. This information will be important not only for
better communication between these levels but also.for better continuous progress.

We are hopeful that with these combined efforts a true Bilingual Program will develop,
one that isn't limited to a block of time during the day but one in which its effect will
transpire throughoLit the day.

tot us continuet the glow has already begun fo appear In our educational system
--the glow Of a trulylillingudi education.



"CARIBOU STUDENTS VISIT THE VALLEY"

=110EML

The first grade students from Caribou are hosted by Miss Martine Pelletier's first grade students at
St. John School. Interest is high as they socialize and share.

cif

Caribou students with Mrs. Gall Dufour and
aide, Mrs, Christine Theriault, and parent vol-
unteers, pose before the Museum in St. David.

1

Miss Bernette Albert explains the artifacts of the
Museum to the children,

den were kflOriatia
ei
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Third grade students of Keegan School, Van Buren, express their creative talents as they take
part in craft activities. Their teacher, Mrs. Theresa Cyr, oversees the project.

.ft
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This same class of third grade students sew pup-
pets under the guidance of Mrs. Priscilla-Dufour.

10'
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Mrs. Antoinette Deschaine's third grade students
of Keegan School, proudly display the lovely
birdhouses which they constructed,



THE CHILD'S PERCEPTION OF SELF

SHAPES MS DESIRE TO ACHIEVE

by Sr. Jeannette Roy

Inherent in the Title VII philosophy is the belief that a child's success in learning is
highly dependent upon that child's self-concept. A person's beliefs about himself will
either keep him at his task and stimulate further growth and interest or they will foster a
"cannot do" attitude as in the case with a negative image. The program has shown great
interest in }yelping the students toward building a positive self-image.

Success-oriented objectives are an important part of the Title VII program. The stu-
dents are asked to tell how they feel, what they see, and think through drawings, motions,
music and 'Writing. For example, after listening to a piece of music, a child is asked to
tell us how the music males him feel or to relate his feeling through motions or drawings.
In any of the activities related !o music, drama, art, or creative writing, a child will suc-
ceed, for there are no definite answers. The child's answer is always accepted.

The Title VII program makes use of materials which take into account-the child's en-
vironment and native language. The materials used in the development of the French lan-
guage are based on the child's culture, such as slides on points of local interests and
importance; booklets on "Chez-nous: ma famine," "Chez-nous: mon village," "Mon pays:
Frenchville-St. Agatha," "Mon pays: Madawaska," "Mon pays: Van Buren," "La Forta,"
and "L'Eglise." All of these provide opportunities for acceptance and use of the native
language, self-expression and knowledge of local culture.

The system of evaluation adopted by the project provides the teacher with additional
knowledge of each child's strengths and weaknesses thereby allowing the teacher to
focus on the child's strength and at the same time meet each child's needs. The evaluOon
program includes:

a. Diagnostic tests which provide the teacher with each child's strengths and weak-
nesses in various areas such as reading, listening, vocabulary, etc.

b. Pre-tests which indicates where a child is at academically at the beginning of
the school year.

c, Post-tests which indicate the progress made by the child during the school year.
d. Periodical checks on various objectives which indicate to both the child and

teacher the accomplishment of certain objectives.

Various workshops, courses and classroom visits made by the French and English co-
ordinators are attempts at creating in teachers an acceptance and better knowledge of self.

Since the area of feeling and attitude toward self is an intangible and changing one,
its results are not easily measured. It is, therefore, difficult to say with accuracy what
actual Impact instruction has on the students' self-concept. However,- If recent reserach
Is'accurate; the concern and efforts-shown and put into action by' the entire-title VII staff
cannot but contribute to the development of the child's positive self-concept.
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COMMUNICATION, COMMUNICATIONS

"A'gft ! O

*,. r7, Students of Dr, Levesque School; Upper French-,
vine, experiment in varied types of ..-mmunica-
Hons. In the upper photos an experimental
phone (loaned by Bell Telephone Company) helps.
children learn telephone-manners'ancl procedures;

Students in the opposite photo communicate by
the art work they produce for the classroom
bulletin board,

In the lower photos, _written communication is
accentuated as students perfect their skills in
spelling by using the Continuous Progress V
Spelling Lab,
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Movement to 'music provides diversion for third grade students

of Mrs. Mabel Plourde, Montfort School, St. Agatha.

*2e
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"MOTHER GOOSE CONCERT"
What loy there fist n producing a concerti Judge for

yourself by expressions on th4 faces of these fIrst grade
students of Mrs. ,Tetr)i: fetfe and Mis. ,i)orbor6-1COVanogh -of

Motiff64-S Chool;-- St. -AgathO



PERHAPS READING SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN THE HOME

(by Cynthia Parsons, Portland Sunday Tele ram

-Margaret Mead recently startled 1,500 lunch companions during the annual meeting
of the Notional Association of independent Schools. She suggested that reading might
best be taught at home.

She argued that the present system of a partially trained teacher working with 30
illiterote pupils results in failure of a significant number of pupils to learn to read. Since
her audience knew that several children in each first grade class do, indeed, not learn to
read, she drew an appreciative response. But her suggestion that children learn to read
at home as they learn how to walk and talk met clenched-teeth silence.

What about this startling Idea?

Dr. Mead was serious, She did not make the suggestion in fest. Also, she claimed
there would not be any more failures in learning to read by shifting the responsibility to
the home than there now are when the burden falls on the schools.

Schools used to claim that only they could teach reading. They often sent word
home that parents were not to give the children any help or instruction in beginning read-
ing. But that is a thing of the past. The popular United States television program,
"Sesame Street," put such a notion quite out of business. Although this TV show does not
carry direct instruction in beginning reading, It does a great deal of what is called "read-
ing readiness."

What if we were to call for more TV programs with instruction in reading, make
reading workbooks and textbooks available, offer adult educatioP courses In how to teach
reading, and drop the teaching of reading from the school curriculum?

It's certainly worth a try.

Better educated neighbors might find wayr to help those few Nre,sts In each community
who do not, themselves, know how to read. Perhaps the American Association of University
Women and similar organizations could hold classes on reading readiness and beginning
reading instruction for the children of illiterate parents.

Public television could do its part by offering literacy lessons for adults and reading
lessons for small children. Direct instruction in phonics, spelling, vocabulary, word
recognition, paragraph meaning, speed reading, and comprehension could be offered at
suitable hours for viewing and studying.

THE SAVING IN money for any community could be significant. With virtually
every child receiving individual tutoring instead of class teaching, there would be almost
no need for schools to staff more than one or two reading teachers.

Instead, the schools could concentrate on sublects, such as the new math, that are
not easily taught at home. -Placement-of children in multi-age groups would be the norm
nit* tkOri the exception. SANAS could foster-the-play writing and aCtingt debating
and OfWg(00:00riOnees:thaiingle faint:114 cannot easily provide. Children would_
ge' to lOho&Afai Cnteileduai'recreihrnent. :They would, 'use-their' hOtte-tatiO ieadin(j1kills
to -c*Plett-re*Oh- Oisigninerits be sflmulated by a community of scholars.

--,P00-01)6;-Mettci-,11:ii-foOn0 o viorkOte '$61010066 failure of the a
solution-- 04:44 id roair in*i1;-- public .

Wdbidn'fit -grahalt tevefialIowns- anid ernes werele try It out?
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Advisory board.
The following loiter was addressed to * Jack
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LBS BOUEOS DE LA VALLEE

Phabite une vela*
Touts palls de fleurs,et de verdure

Au plus beau de 116ti;

04 lee oristaux de nodes font is parure

Des hivere 6t0i160.

Le soils; dans les bourge de is Vail de.

Les jeunee gamins
Voient leo amoureux,
Amants douoeroux,
Si tenir la main.

Car les soirs sont tous faits pour elaimer.

Phabit6 une vall4e

Qui nsoleille, aux heurea du printemps,

Du satin is roods;
Petite de pluis, de aouleure et de vent

A l'automne des armies.

Le Emir, dans lee bourge de la Valid.,

Lee jeunes gamine
Voient les amoureux,
Amants douoireux,
Se tenir is main,

Oar les sari, sont tous iaits pour s'aimer.

Johabite une
Ou lee jeunee amante de tous les lours

Ont le temps de slather;
Ou une eeule silhouette faisant l'amour

pheint 114ternitd.

Le soir, dans les bourgs de la Vallee,

Les jeunes gaminp
Voient lee amoureux,
Amants douoereuz,
Se tenir la main.

-Car les soirs sont tous faits pour s'aimer.

Normand 0.,Dub


